The article is devoted to the universal and idioethnic characteristics of proverbs and sayings with zoonyms in the English and Kazakh languages. Applying comparative, statistical and component methods in the analysis of lexical structure of more than 2 thousand proverbs and sayings, the authors identified universal and idioethnic characteristics inherent in each of the ethnic groups, correlation of the images of zoonyms in proverbs and sayings of the English and Kazakh languages.
Introduction
Relationship and interaction of language and culture is one of the key problems in modern linguistics, because "in most cases, a person does not deal with the world itself, but with its representations, with cognitive patterns and models. A person imagines the world (or different worlds) through the prism of its culture and language in particular being an integral part of the culture" Makovskiy (1996) , Jackendoff (1983) and Lakoff (1987) write about language embodiment occurring due to cognitive processes and mechanisms.
As the most important function of culture is the accumulation and processing of information received in the course of human activity, then culture is directly related to the peculiarities of national mentality. "Mentality is a view of the world outlook in the categories and forms of native language that connects the intellectual, spiritual and permissive qualities of national character in its typical manifestations. Language embodies the national character, national idea and national ideals, which in their finished form can be represented in the traditional symbols of the given culture" (Kolesov, 1992) .
Materials and Methods
The basic material for the study consists of more than 2 thousand phraseological comparisons, proverbs and sayings. Card index is compiled on the basis of phraseological, paremiological dictionaries of the English and Kazakh languages. Scientific works of ethnolinguistic and linguistic-cultural character of foreign, Russian and Kazakh scholars, considering issues of language and thought, language, culture and ethnicity, the point of view of prominent scholars regarding the language as a bunch of cultural information (Jackendoff, Lakoff, Tolstoy, Teliya, Kaidarov, Mankeyeva, Atabayeva, & Issina, etc.) , and reflection of this information in English and Kazakh proverbs and sayings (Kunin, Speake, Ridout, Albov, Rakhmetova, Keikin, & Smailova) became the methodological basis of our work. The main research methods are descriptive, comparative, statistical and componential analyses.
Results
In the result of the continuous sampling of the studied material we revealed proverbs and sayings containing similar zoormorphic images and vica versa not coinciding in another language. Correlation of the images of zoonyms in the proverbs and sayings of the English and Kazakh languages is presented in the following table 
The greatest number of proverbs and sayings in both languages are the ones containing lexical units "dog", "horse", "cow / bull". Meanings they represent can be seen on the example of the following schemes: Figure 1 . Meaning of the lexical unit "dog" in the English language Figure 2 . Meaning of the lexical unit "it" (dog) in the Kazakh language
Discussion
We can distinguish two groups within a general layer of proverbs and sayings of the English and Kazakh languages. Units of the first group transfer general universal meanings by means of the same zoomorphic images. Vol. 7, No. 6; 2015 evaluation in combinations with live internal form is usually closely associated with negative and positive images embodied in these proverbs and sayings, and based on the literal meaning of their components.
Contrastive-comparative analysis of proverbs and sayings of the English and Kazakh languages showed that similar images can function within cultural diversity. According to the results of our study proverbs and sayings with the component "dog" in the English are used to express and describe different conceptual categories (for example, in the English: "vain, empty", "The dog barks, but the caravan goes on" (Jennifer Speake. Oxford dictionary of proverbs, 2002); in the Kazakh language "It uredi, Keruen koshedi" (word for word translation:
The dog barks, but the caravan moves) (Keikin, 2002 , Proverbs and sayings of the Kazakh people). We also can see it in "a sense of homeland, native land"-Every dog is a lion at home (dictionary of the English proverbs); "Oz koshesinde it te zholbaris" (word for word translation: Even a dog feels itself a tiger in its home street) (Keikin, 2002 , Proverbs and sayings of the Kazakh people).
"Stupidity", "arrogance" is expressed by means of the image of an ass: Jest with an ass and he will flap you in the face with his tail (Russian-English-Latin dictionary of proverbial expressions, 2006); in Kazakh "Esektі sipasan, tuzge karai angiraidi" (word for word translation: Pet the ass, but he still yells towards outside) (Keikin, 2002) ; An ass in a lion's skin (Kunin, 1984) ; in Kazakh "Esek semіrse, iyesіn teber" (word for word translation: A fat ass, kicks its master) (Keikin, 2002) .
Image of the horse possesses a positive quality: Never spur a willing horse (Russian-English-Latin dictionary of proverbial expressions); in Kazakh "Kazanat at kamshy saldyrmaydy" (word for word translation: An obedient horse does not need a whip (Keikin, 2002) ; A ragged colt may make a good horse (Ridout & Witting, 1997) .
Tulpar-kulynnan. Batyr-baladan (word for word translation:
A foal will become a horse and the child will grow a hero (batyr))" (Keikin, 2002) .
"Strength, courage," is connected with the image of the lion: To beard the lion in his den (Kunin, 1984) ; in the Kazakh language "Arystandy arystandai zhіgіt alar (word for word translation: Lion can be defeated by a man with a lion's spirit (Keikin, 2002) .
The image of the fox expresses "cunning": When the fox preaches, take care of your geese (Kunin, 1984) ; in the Kazakh language: "Ailali tulkі aldyrmas" (word for word translation: An artful fox can't be caught by the tail) (Kazakh proverbs and sayings). Humility, meekness is attributed to a sheep (lamb): March comes in like a lion and goes out like a lamb. (Kunin, 1984) . In the Kazakh language "Koi auzynan shop almas"( word for word translation: Will not even take a grass-blade from the sheep's mouth) (Keikin, 2002 . Kazakh proverbs and sayings).
"Cowardice" is associated with the hare: Hares may pull dead lions by the beard (Russian-English-Latin dictionary of proverbial expressions); in the Kazakh language "Koyan oz kolenkesіnen korkady" (word for word translation: Hare is afraid of its own shadow) (Keikin, 2002 ).
"Self-confidence" is expressed through the image of a mouse: It's a bold mouse that nestles in the cat's ear (Russian-English-Latin dictionary of proverbial expressions). In the Kazakh language "Oleyіn degen tyshkan mysyktyn kuirigimen oinaidy" (word for word translation: Mouse, which seeks death, plays with the cat's tail) (Keikin, 2002) .
"Felinity, hypocrisy" is represented by the image of a wolf: A wolf in sheep's clothing (English-Russian phraseological dictionary); Meanings coincide in the Kazakh language "Koi terіsіn zhamylgan borі (word for word translation: A wolf covering itself with the lambskin" (Keikin, 2002) . As observed from the above examples, the form of expression and use of such units is similar in both languages. This allows us to suggest that the cause of similar meanings of analogous zoonyms actually observed in some cases of languages with different structures can be either existence of general sources of image or borrowing.
This speaks for the historical commonness of cultures or their interactions in a certain period of time. G. I. Issina explains the variety of national images due to the fact that the most of phraseological units have free and temporary word combinations as the basis of its formation reflecting in its semantics subjects, phenomena, situations, circumstances of that objective reality, where one or another nation lives (Issina, 2005 (Issina, , 2012 .
A large group of proverbs and sayings occurs in the English and Kazakh languages in the content of which zoomorphic images reflect the specificity of the ethnically oriented cultural constants that exist in the minds attributing to the animals humane qualities and characteristics.
For example, the following proverb "The death of wives and the life of sheep make her husband rich" contains information about medieval England, when the process of marriage depended on the will of parents. In order to improve material conditions parents looked for a groom or bride from a wealthy family, with a position and title.
www Vol. 7, No. 6; 2015 Specific properties of proverbs and sayings can be seen also in the absence of some zoomorphic images in English proverbs such as: female goat/ male goat, tiger, wild boar, saiga, wild ass (kulan), badger, wild sheep, elk, marmot, an elephant. This is explained by the fact that each nation uses its own culture-specific concepts.
Thus, the historical evidence suggests that fur of animals was valued in the steppe as the traditional material of the Kazakh national costume. Fur of onagers, saiga and tigers, as well as raccoon, sable, marten and ferret fur were highly valued. Coats were sewn from fur. Accordingly clothing from the fur of a racoon was called zhanat, furcoat from Manichaean fox was called kara tulkі ton (black fox coat), bota ton-a furcoat from camel's fur, kamshat borіk was beaver (beauxite). Long hairs had been pulled out of goat fur, leaving the undercoat. Fur coats from such fur was called kylka zhargak. Fur coats had been covered with silk and other fabrics, brought in by merchants from India, China and Central Asia. So the exchange trade developed on the ancient caravan Silk Road passing through the cities of Southern Kazakhstan. Specific characteristics were also noted in proverbs and sayings with the lexical unit "tuye" (camel) which represent a large number of representations that is explained by the conditions of habitat of that animal.
Camels are found in arid areas of Central and Southern Kazakhstan, on the shores of Balkhash Lake, in the valley of the Chu River. We distinguished one English proverb with the mentioned lexical unit, since the conditions and climate differ from Kazakhstan. Specific characteristics of proverbs, in our opinion, can also be observed in the explicitation of age of the Kazakh pets (at/horse, siyir/cow, tuye/camel, koi/sheep) and products made from meat and milk.So, a smoked meat of the horse beef is called kazy, a speciality of Kazakhs, the varieties of which include zhylt kazy, shynashak kazy, barmak kazy, bir eli kazy, kos kazy, taban kazy, ulpa kazy, ala bult kazy and etc. Kumis is made of mare's milk, which also has several types: tunemel kymyz (one day stand), kunan kymyz (two days stand), donen kymyz "(three-days stand), bestі kymyz (four-days stand)". Englishmen prepare yogurt from cow's milk, cake, popovers, kuchen, bun. Flywhisks, ropes are made of cow's tail.
Conclusion
At the heart of a large number of proverbs and sayings of the English and Kazakh languages there is metaphorical reinterpretation of the linguistic form that is caused by a large number of motivational signs. The same image comes out in a variety of proverbs and sayings in the English and Kazakh languages expressing any human qualities or points to a generalized concept. Generalization is often given in the form of conclusions about life and everyday or moral recommendations. Based on empirical data, using cluster analysis as a methodological instrument, we proposed a detailed classification of paremiological units including zoonyms. A detailed classification includes the following names: Moral qualities, emotional and mental states, work, social and physical characteristics, mental ability, moral and ethical views. Thus, recognition of the homeland, native land in the English proverbs is transmitted by means of using lexical unit "dog", "cock", in the Kazakh language through lexical units "it" (dog), "kortishkan" (mole), "at" (horse) . The following qualities of a person as silence, greed, arrogance, felinity and hypocrisy, cunning, deceit, anxiety, fuss, cowardice, vain are perceived negatively in both cultures while courage, determination, caution are considered to be positive qualities.
Along with the similarity of views on these human qualities, we can notice some differences as well. Thus, there is no such a lexical unit as "curiosity" in the Kazakh language, but it occurs in the English language which implies that non-intervention in other people's lives is a social norm for English people. Private life for English people is a response to overcrowding, the desire to protect the personal space that they jealously guard. Proverbs containing lexical unit "care" demonstrate restraint in manners as anxiety and excessive concern will not lead to something good.
In the Kazakh national identity lexical unit "care" means care for the cattle, knowledge of good conditions for grazing. Work, skills and knowledge are valued in both languages, whereas laziness, idleness evoke scorn. We noted a sufficient number of the English proverbs in this subgroup, criticizing useless and unnecessary work, compared with proverbs of the Kazakh language. English ethnic group identifies the following names of animals within social inequality group that characterizes common man (dog) and belonging to a privileged section of society (lion, horse).
Social inequality is not expressed sharply in Kazakh proverbs, as there is an opposition buzau (calf)-ogіz (ox).
Lower evaluation is inherent in family and kinship relations in the English outlook, expressing one's attitude through the use of lexical units blacksheep, badcalf. Friendship, integrity, emergence of descendants are valued within family relations of the Kazakh people. In the understanding of the Kazakh people loneliness is considered a bad sign. Moral and ethical perception (praise, ingratitude, bragging, modesty, resignation) 
